Nothing pulls a crowd like a snake and reptile
show!
And no snake show pulls a crowd like Raymond
Hoser and the Snakebusters team.
We are the only people with the five deadliest
snakes on earth: namely, Taipan, Fierce, Tiger,
Brown and Death Adder, plus the local deadlies,
as well as giant pythons, crocodiles and other
reptiles that the public get to handle.
We are the best, most experienced handlers in
the business. Remember we wrote and published
the book “Australian Reptiles and Frogs” way back
in 1989, which is still everyone else’s “Bible” on
snakes, etc … and not only that, Snakebusters
are the best entertainers.
Snakebusters are known as “full-on hands on”.
We allow lots of people to hold lots of reptiles at
the same time. No one else comes close!
For Street Festivals we usually alternate between
deadly snake shows every 90 mins or so (for 30
minutes) and then “full-on hands on” with
harmless reptiles in between times.
On a stage set-up we usually pull bigger crowds
than the muso’s!
Nothing beats a Snakebusters show and it’s
always the most popular attraction at events.
Yes, we can customise our deadly snake shows
to fit a particular audience and as a rule, we tend
to highlight the snakes most common in the area
where we do the show.
In this age of public liability headaches,
Snakebusters are alone in having “venomoid”
snakes. These are ones that have had their venom
glands surgically removed. The snakes look
normal and act normal and unless you can do
surgery on the snakes and know what to look for,
then you’d never know the difference.
But of course there is ABSOLUTELY NO RISK to
the handler or the viewers.
These snakes are totally harmless.
The best snake show on earth is also guaranteed
risk free!
The snakes are better off as well, as they don’t
endure the intense cruelty of pinning sticks, snake
hooks, tongs and “neck holds” as seen in inferior
snake shows.
There are loads of other unique features making
Snakebusters the show of choice.

In Victoria, Snakebusters is seen at far
more street festivals, expos and
shopping malls than any other reptile
outfit, and the reason is simple.
Everyone knows we are the best!
If you want to get the best reptile show to
your event, then book early to avoid
disappointment.
This is especially if your event is in the
warmer months when several events
may be on at the same time.
For
further
details
about
Snakebusters shows at street
festivals and the like, including
pricing, availability and so on, please
phone us on 03 9812 3322
or mobile: 0412 777 211.
For events we appear at see our
website: www.snakebusters.net
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